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In the conclusions of his pathbreaking 1961 study of the Holocaust, Raul
Hilberg commented that “in various forms, some more eloquent than others, the Jews appealed and petitioned wherever and whenever the threat
of concentration and deportation struck them: in the Reich, in Poland,
in Russia, in France, in the Balkan countries, and in Hungary.”1 Indeed,
throughout the 1930s and early 1940s, oﬃcials and ordinary members of
Jewish Communities as well as men and women whom the Nazi state
defined as racially Jewish or partially Jewish wrote tens of thousands of
petitions all across German-occupied Europe and in countries allied to the
Nazi regime. Any given local, regional, or state archive on the continent
and beyond encompasses collections with a myriad of such entreaties.
These petitions ranged from rushed appeals for exemptions from pending deportations, such as the case of Jewish war veterans, widows, and
orphans who approached the Sorting Commi ee in the Romanian city
of Dorohoi in late 1941, to very elaborate entreaties, such as Rabbi Jacob
Kaplan’s July 1941 appeal against Vichy France’s second Statut des Juifs
addressed to Xavier Vallat, the Commissioner-General for Jewish Aﬀairs.2
In light of this magnitude, it is striking—and even problematic for
the broader understanding of Jewish responses during the Holocaust—
that petitions have received so li le a ention in the scholarship on this
genocide. This volume addresses this shortcoming and places petitioning
practices at the center of its analysis, understanding these entreaties as
evidence for the agency and o en even resistance of Jews during the Holocaust. Specialists of Jewish history in various European countries during
the 1930s and 1940s discuss the origin and outcome of Jewish petitions
and place them in their specific historical context.
The neglect of Jewish petitions in the scholarly literature on the Holocaust is not so much grounded in a lack of awareness—almost every
researcher searching for evidence of Jewish reactions to the persecution
by the Nazis or other authoritarian regimes has been struck by these enNotes for this chapter begin on page 20.
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treaties and their abundance. Rather, it is based on a common disregard,
resulting from an underestimation of the function, impact, and goals of
petitioning practices in some of the most influential works in the field.
In his aforementioned magnum opus, Raul Hilberg even used the enormous number of entreaties to make his case for the alleged absence of
“actual” Jewish resistance. “Everywhere, the Jews pi ed words against
rifles, dialectics against force and everywhere,” he argued, “they lost.”3
Over the decades, these scholarly evaluations of petitions have changed
very li le. In her important study on the challenges of so-called Mischlinge
in Hamburg during the Nazi period, historian Beate Meyer, for example,
has pointed to the low success rate of petitions for exemptions from the
Nuremberg Racial Laws. Moreover, Nazi state oﬃcials succeeded, in her
view, in misleading petitioners to believe in “sham possibilities,” falsely
suggesting that an “‘exit’ from ‘racial’ persecution was possible.”4
This volume challenges the widespread notion that Jews wrote their
petitions in vain. It takes them seriously, discussing petitionary le ers
authored by Jewish individuals and representatives of Jewish organizations as a form of communication that was frequently able to surpass the
asymmetrical power relations between the oppressed and the oppressor.
In most previous studies, historians have reduced petitions to futile individual or collective quests for exemptions from of all kinds of anti-Jewish
measures, ranging from early dismissals from jobs to being excluded from
the mass deportations that began in 1941–42. Asking for exemptions, however, already expressed a form of agency and even opposition to the Nazi
or another authoritarian state. Moreover, in the 1930s and 1940s, quite a
number of petitioners openly protested anti-Jewish measures and legislation in general, be it in Germany, Romania, or France, and demanded their
abandonment. This volume establishes that petitions repeatedly served as
a critical but overlooked political tool for the persecuted in an authoritarian environment.
In addition to requesting exemptions from or even the abolition of national or local anti-Jewish measures, victims of persecution wrote petitions
as an important means to reposition and redefine the social and political
status assigned to them by the perpetrators. This is especially evident in
petitionary le ers—be it from regular Jewish individuals or prominent
Jewish representatives—addressed to authoritarian leaders such as Adolf
Hitler, Rudolf Hess, or Josef Bürckel in Germany or Ion Antonescu in Romania, as Wolf Gruner and Ştefan C. Ionescu’s chapters in this volume
show.5 Thus, the analyses of this collection serve the purpose of reevaluating petitions as a means of contestation that could also amount to a form
of resistance. Eschewing simplifying binaries of resistance versus collabo-
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ration, the contributions in this volume oﬀer a more nuanced understanding of these complex and o en convoluted practices.
By necessity, entreaties authored by Jewish women and men combined
multiple voices and languages, including, at a minimum, those of the petitioners and the petitioned. O en, they referred to traditional, scientific, or
religious authorities or employed—in line with Emancipation discourses
and gains—legal arguments. In other cases, entreaties revolved around
personal appeals, o en subservient, and outright fla ery that used to be
the defining characteristics of pre- and early modern supplications. All in
all, they present public or semi-public documents composed by the petitioners with a more or less clear objective, received and, in their vast
majority, read by the petitioned agencies or individuals of real or imagined power. Hence, these petitions constituted the kind of hybrid source
that should be at the center of the much-needed “integrated histories” of
the Holocaust that prominent scholars such as Saul Friedländer and Dan
Michman have called for and that relate the practices of the perpetrators,
victims, and—as Tim Cole’s chapter on petitioners in Budapest demonstrates—neighbors alike.6
Why are petitions so important? In non-authoritarian societies, it is
hard to imagine that writing le ers to a government might be an eﬀective
way to communicate or have any noticeable impact in light of the myriad means to assert influence.7 In a dictatorship, conversely, interactions
between perpetrators and the persecuted work very diﬀerently. The persecuted are excluded from any political participation and representation.
They cannot resort to a free press or rely on free speech, since any public
or private critique would be in danger of being punished by law or extrajuridical means. Therefore, entreaties o en constitute the petitioners’ only
or most prominent permissible expression of individual or collective opinion, while simultaneously some also carry considerable risk, as scholars of
Soviet history have shown.8
At the same time, personal relationships and direct access to individuals
in positions of power amount to much greater significance in an authoritarian environment than in a pluralistic society, where diﬀerent branches
of power exist. As a consequence, establishing a channel of communication with authoritarian leaders or their regional and local counterparts
via entreaties can be a more eﬀective way to challenge discrimination and
persecution than open protest or armed resistance. As James Sco pointed
out, autocratic leaders prefer to be in control of requests, which aﬃrms
their personal political power.9 As a result, a large number of petitions
in the 1930s and 1940s—despite popular belief—did not get shelved, but
were discussed by the authorities and received answers.
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Moreover, responses of the perpetrators to petitioners necessitated the
allocation of human and other resources of the oppressors. A er all, petitions functioned as a place of negotiation of two or more groups in an
asymmetric field of power.10 As the following chapters prove with striking
examples, perpetrators took entreaties seriously as indicated not only by
processing them, but also by, time and again, involving agencies other than
the addressed to formulate an adequate response or come to a decision.
These dynamics o en provided the oppressed with much-needed time and
even opened opportunities to manipulate perpetrator agencies. As Ştefan
Ionescu’s analysis of Romanian Jewish leader Wilhelm Filderman’s entreaties to Ion Antonescu reveals, petitioners occasionally sought to pit one office against another by appealing to their specific institutional and personal
interests. In a dictatorship, in which Jews had no political currency and
o en lacked the legal means, petition writing, surprisingly, served many
men and women as one of the last remaining ways to defend themselves
individually or as a community from anti-Jewish laws, local restrictions,
and violent a acks. Astonishingly, such eﬀorts frequently bore success.

Methodological Questions
The study of petitions poses a number of methodological and conceptual
challenges. In addition to scholars of communist rule in Europe, early modernists outside the field of Jewish studies have extensively grappled with
entreaties. Their pathbreaking works inform this volume’s approaches,
which build on these previous studies and develop their methodologies
further.11
Our collection explores what constitutes a “petition” composed by a
member or members of a Jewish Community in mid-twentieth-century
Europe. The volume raises a number of interrelated questions: How or
to what extent do petitions diﬀer from other kinds of writing, such as
the cra ing of personal le ers or completing of bureaucratic forms? Furthermore, how do petitioning practices fit in with the broad continuum
of responses by European Jews to violence and oppression that evolved
on a continuum from compliance and evasion to individual protest and
armed uprisings? In what ways can and should petitioning practices be
understood as part of the broader spectrum of Jewish resistance during
the Holocaust? And, finally, how were Holocaust-era Jewish entreaties
embedded in the o en long histories of petition practices, particularly in
centralistic or autocratic regimes, and to what extent were these processes
shaped by local, regional, national, or even transnational networks and
spaces?
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The term “petition” derives its meaning from the Latin verb petere—to
claim, to desire, or to demand. As scholars such as Geoﬀrey Koziol have
shown, it was a commonly used expression of supplication rituals in the
early medieval church and kingship that had its origin in Ancient Greek
supplication practices and Roman imperial rescripts. In its origins in antiquity, a supplication had moral and religious, but only quasi-legal components and was marked by repetition, distinct verbiage and rules, and
o entimes calls for mercy. The act of supplicatio addressed a more powerful person, generally a ruler or ruling body, not a god.12
Over the centuries, the very concept and act of petitioning has shi ed
considerably. There was a range of both diﬀerent and similar terms with
diverse meanings in various European languages that denoted petitioning practices by Jewish and gentile petitioners alike. In German-speaking
parts of Europe, for example, Petitionen only arose as the dominant term
by the beginning of the nineteenth century and was then strongly tied
to the language of constitutionalism. Most of the earlier sources contain
other terms like Suppliken, Supplikationen, or Gravamina, a Latin noun
meaning “burdens.” Later, terms like Bi schri en and Gesuche came into
use. The word Gravamina, less o en its singular Gravamen, was in wide
circulation across the continent in the early modern period, referencing
the voicing of grievances connected to administrative and legal proceedings or outright rebellions.13 In English, “petition” assumed the role of
an overarching term much earlier. The American Heritage Dictionary of the
English Language captures these various components by defining a petition
as “a solemn supplication or request, especially to a superior authority; an
entreaty. A formal wri en document requesting a right or benefit from a
person or group in authority.”14
For the purpose of this study, the co-editors and contributors have
agreed on a deliberately broad and far-reaching concept, using “petition”
as a generic term to capture the extensive range of entreaties by Jewish
populations victimized or about to be victimized in authoritarian and
genocidal societies. Despite this broad range, the book’s petition concept
encompasses several distinct characteristics in ways that diﬀerentiate
these Holocaust and early post-Holocaust era practices from other forms
of public acts and protests.
First, the vast majority of Jewish petitions of this period had clearly
identifiable authors. In addition to individual entreaties, collective petitions emerged from the midst of Jewish religious Communities, political
and cultural organizations, but also groups of individuals in distress.15 On
occasion, especially in cases of illiteracy or limited language skills, a third
person, o en a lawyer, would pen an entreaty with input from the aggrieved party. Anonymous submissions were very rare and, in most cases,
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could be more adequately classified as a wri en protest than an entreaty.
Especially during the 1930s, these collective petitions also repeatedly
assumed the form of petitionary memoranda that were printed and intended for a wider distribution among Jewish and non-Jewish audiences,
as shown in this volume’s chapter on petitioning in Nazi Germany.
Second, these documents addressed a variety of specific public institutions or individuals. During the Holocaust, authors approached state
oﬃces, such as ministerial bureaucracies in the European capitals, regional administrative agencies, national parliaments, courts of law, and
heads of state. They also directed their petitions to oﬃcials and leaders of
ruling fascist parties, mayors, church leaders, and individuals with real
or imagined high standing in the regime. Furthermore, petitioners addressed the Jewish leadership, including Jewish Councils formed at the
order of German authorities in ghe os and towns, especially in Eastern
Europe, as intermediators as demonstrated in Svenja Bethke’s chapter on
the Łódź ghe o, as well as rescue organizations and governments around
the globe, as examined in Thomas Pegelow Kaplan’s analysis of entreaties
by Central European Jews trying to escape to the Philippines.
Third, these authors’ entreaties evolved around a petitum, that is, a specific request or demand.16 This request could assume the form of a favor
or seeking redress for a perceived injustice by the repressive or dictatorial
regimes of mid-twentieth-century Europe. They did not merely convey
information and were not limited to acts of denunciations. While petitions
also did not exclusively focus on criticism, they, time and again, also expressed an implicit or even open form of critique or protest.
Fourth, petitions were wri en documents, even if authors sometimes
introduced them verbally to the addressee. During the 1930s and 1940s,
Jews under diﬀerent European regimes employed, as the chapters in this
volume demonstrate, petitions in a great variety of formats, from le ers to
formal memoranda, from handwri en postcards to printed interventions,
and from individual to collective entreaties. Entreaties triggered by exemption clauses in racial laws o en required longer wri en texts and an
annex with a range of supporting documents.17
Fi h, these pleas always remained “embedded in a functional context”
that meant their authors were expected and generally sought to follow
specific rules of communication and adhere to regulations stated by the
addressed agency, while drawing on broader cultural and national traditions of entreaty compositions.18 These traditions encompassed various
notions of deference and civility and, especially during the early years,
expressed a belief in civil and constitutional rights.
Finally, petitioners, composing their pleas during the Holocaust and
other periods of twentieth-century mass violence, o en expressed a sense
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of urgency that only increased as a result of radical persecution, looming
mass deportation, sudden imprisonment, and systematic murder.
All in all, petitions during the Holocaust diﬀered from other kinds of
writing such as diary keeping, family correspondence, and many other
forms of le er composition. Scholars of everyday history in authoritarian
regimes, such as Sheila Fitzpatrick, have subsumed petitions under public
le ers.19 Still, Holocaust-era petitions remain quite distinct in their focus
on a petitum and request and, especially at the height of the killings, o en
rushed form that could consist of just a few lines scribbled on a piece of
crumpled paper. Furthermore, some historians of petitioning practices
have begun to frame them as ego-documents. However, this understanding, we would argue, is more confusing than illuminating since it downplays the hybrid nature of entreaties and the regulations and language of
the petitioned that pervade them.20
Entreaties belonged to the broad range of possible responses by victims
of oppression and mass violence. While they might look inconsequential
in comparison to armed resistance, almost all of these entreaties constituted acts of contestation, since the individual or group of petitioners
would challenge—even if only for the authors and their relatives—the
eﬀects, but also o en the foundations and legality, of discrimination, persecution, and violence.
Jewish petitions across the continent unfolded on a striking continuum.
They ranged from expressing partial conformity with and even support
for the racist discourses of petitioned regimes, while still requesting exclusion from persecution for the petitioner, as captured in Benjamin Frommer’s assessment of entreaties for “Honorary Aryan” status by members
of Czech families, all the way to defiance and even resistance as explicated
in Wolf Gruner’s examination of Jewish petitions in the Greater German
Reich.
To fully grasp the defiance end of the continuum, a brief examination
of the main conceptualizations of Jewish resistance is in order. The aforementioned decrying of an alleged lack of Jewish resistance during the Holocaust by Raul Hilberg was echoed by scholars like Hannah Arendt and
Bruno Be elheim.21 Some scholars, especially in Israel, rejected Hilberg’s
controversial position. Yehuda Bauer has forcefully argued that armed—
and unarmed—resistance by European Jews “took place wherever there
was the slightest chance that it could.”22 During the next decades, the academic discussion, nonetheless, se led on narrow readings of resistance as
armed, organized group activities.23
As a consequence, a thorough discussion of individual Jewish resistance is missing in almost all prominent Holocaust narratives, surprisingly even in those focusing on the integration of Jewish voices, such as
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books authored by Saul Friedländer or Moshe Zimmermann.24 Besides the
conceptual neglect, this situation can be explained by the fact that historians relied on a very limited set of sources to evaluate Jewish behavior,
mostly serial political reports originated by Nazi institutions, wri en testimonies of survivors, and, more recently, diaries. In all of these materials,
individual acts of opposition barely le traces.
Yet, already shortly a er the war, the Israeli scholar Meir Dworzecki,
himself a ghe o survivor, developed the concept of “standing up”—amidah in Hebrew—as a comprehensive term for all expressions of Jewish
non-conformism and for all acts aimed at thwarting the plans of the Nazis,
especially moral and spiritual acts of resistance.25 During the 1970s, the
Australian historian Konrad Kwiet and the East German scholar Helmut
Eschwege also tried to open up the definition of Jewish resistance toward
individual activities and included petitions in their deliberations.26
Picking up these ideas, some scholars recently challenged the traditional picture of Jewish passivity in Nazi Europe introducing analyses of
a range of new materials. In earlier studies, the co-editors of this volume
proposed novel concepts of contestation and a broader definition of resistance by Jews and other Europeans of Jewish ancestry.27 In his study
of linguistic violence and genocide, Pegelow Kaplan developed the concept of “discursive contestation” to capture and analyze the wide range of
practices converts and so-called Mischlinge employed in the changing languages of Germanness and Jewishness to defy oﬃcial racial categories and
escape persecution.28 In a pioneering article in Yad Vashem Studies, Gruner
defined Jewish “resistance as any individual or group action in opposition to known laws, actions, or intentions of the Nazis and their collaborators, whether successful or unsuccessful, which comprises a wide range
of acts of opposition and defiance, including flight, ignoring anti-Jewish
restrictions, and verbal protest.”29 Both of these conceptualizations return
agency to the persecuted minorities and challenge the myth of these men
and women’s alleged passivity. At the same time, petitions could emerge
as important acts of resistance and self-determination.
In an insightful study traversing several continents and time periods,
social scientist James Sco has provided a general conceptualization of
petitions as a form of “public declared resistance” that resembled boyco s, demonstrations, and strikes.30 Albeit not analyzing the persecution
of the Jews and the Holocaust, Sco emphasized that in both Tokugawa
Japan and Imperial Russia petitions were “commonly seen as an implicit
threat to domination.”31 The “implicit” is explained by the fact that “most
acts of power from below,” as Sco points out, “even when they are protests . . . will largely observe the ‘rules’ even if their objective is to undermine them.” “A petition of desperation is therefore likely,” as Sco
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concluded, “to amalgamate two contradictory elements: an implicit threat
of violence and a deferential tone of address.”32
As this volume demonstrates, petitions sent by the persecuted to
governments, state administrations, and party agencies of genocidal or
authoritarian regimes have been crucial in the struggle of Jewish individuals and groups for self-determination, self-preservation, and ultimately
survival. From Jewish interwar reassessments of belonging and claims
for protection to Jewish populations’ requests and protests in Germancontrolled Europe during the Holocaust and postwar struggles for care
and compensation, individuals and groups used the means of writing
entreaties to reclaim agency, redefine their place in society, get access to
resources, and manipulate their oppressors.
As noted earlier, many historians have opted to ignore Jewish petitions,
assuming they were hapless texts wri en in vain. Yet, a closer look, as
demonstrated in this volume’s chapters, reveals that a surprising number
actually produced results. Upon closer scrutiny, the very question of what
constitutes “success” proves to be a relative and complex phenomenon.
For more than six years, Walter Jellinek, one of the Weimar Republic’s
most prominent scholars in administrative law and the former rector designatus of Heidelberg University, for example, petitioned for exemptions
from the 1935 Nuremberg Laws and his racial classification as a “full Jew.”
Although the Reich Interior Ministry finally rejected his claims in early
1941, he was allowed to produce more evidence, which he did until US
troops liberated Heidelberg in the spring of 1945.33 Hence, long-lasting investigations of petitions for exemption repeatedly oﬀered the petitioners
invaluable time to explore alternative strategies, including securing more
support from regime oﬃcials, escape, or going into hiding. In this sense,
even Holocaust-era petitions that were never approved could be successful to a degree and played an important part in the petitioners’ survival.
Other entreaties by persecuted Jews did not claim exemptions, but
protested persecution or humiliation, reclaimed their rights as citizens,
or emphasized their contributions to the fatherland; the la er is aptly
demonstrated by Stacy Renee Veeder in her chapter on Jewish petitioners
who sought their own or their family members’ release from transit camps
in France. This quest for self-determination recuperated agency and took
away the power of definition from the oppressors. Others protested
against specific local policies and were able to significantly influence and
even reshape perpetrator policies, as Tim Cole unearths in his chapter on
the flurry of entreaties prompted by the 1944 ghe oization in Budapest.
Petitions, thus, need to be re-evaluated—and beyond the purpose of
this volume—as important political means for groups or individuals, not
only, but especially in times of dictatorships across the European continent
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and globally. A closer reading reveals that petitions provided a resource
for those men and women who were subjected to a lower civil status, had
no political representation, and no chance to participate in a public discussion. With this volume, we argue that petitions constitute an asymmetric
response to persecution o en aiming to abolish discriminatory laws and
local restrictions. They provide a powerful opportunity to redefine the status of the discriminated groups and individuals in front of perpetrators.

Historiographical and Historical Overview
To date, no volume exists that is exclusively devoted to analyzing petitions during the Nazi genocide of European Jewry or, more broadly, pleas
composed by Jewish victim populations targeted by state sponsored violence in the mid-twentieth century. Until the 1970s and 1980s, the field
of Holocaust studies in Europe and North America relied extensively on
documents produced by the perpetrators of this mass crime.34 Since the
1990s, an intensified focus on the Holocaust’s victims has led to a largescale interdisciplinary examination of diaries, memoirs, and video interviews of persecuted Jews.35 Albeit already a well-established practice
among Israeli scholars, these novel works on the persecuted have shed
new light on the unfolding of the Holocaust.36 Recently published extensive collections of primary sources on the Holocaust rightfully include
many personal survivor and ego-documents. They have, nonetheless,
largely ignored sources on petitioning practices. Even an, in many ways,
insightful multivolume series of primary documents on Jewish responses
published by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum is representative of this phenomenon.37
Since the turn of the century, a number of influential Holocaust scholars
have called on their colleagues to write “integrated histories” of the Holocaust with multiple combined perspectives of various groups of actors
from perpetrators to victims.38 As uniquely and inherently hybrid sources,
Holocaust-era entreaties penned by Jewish men and women reflect not
only the voices and demands of Jewish petitioners but also the expectations of the petitioned government and party oﬃcials and o en members
of other bodies such as scientists, church representatives, and lawyers.
While acknowledging the very real power diﬀerentials, these entreaties
emerge as far more complex and consequential as much of the previous
scholarship has realized.
The small number of works that examine Jewish petitioning practices
and petitioned agencies and oﬃcials during the 1930s and 1940s have
largely reduced their focus to a distinct petition or specific national and re-
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gional dynamics and have thus remained limited in scope. Philipp Graf’s
study of the Bernheim petition uses the history of one particular entreaty
submi ed to the League of Nations as a vehicle to discuss Jewish politics
in the interwar period. Renée Poznanski’s analysis of entreaties against
Vichy France’s racial legislation centers on appeals against being racially
categorized as Jewish. Thomas Pegelow Kaplan has analyzed petitions by
Germans of Jewish ancestry, who contested their racial classification by a
range of state and party agencies, as part of a broader study on the use of
language in Hitler’s Germany.39
Throughout the twentieth century, as this literature has started to
demonstrate, European-Jewish petitioning processes were anything but
static and unchanging. Holocaust-era entreaties assumed distinct characteristics, despite regional and national specificities. They unfolded in
close interactions with persecutory practices of regional and national governments and fascist party apparatuses and o en responded to quickly
changing circumstances such as the enactment of new laws and violent
a acks.
At the same time, Jewish petitioning processes in 1930s and 1940s Europe were thoroughly rooted in the long-term historical development of
composing and employing petitions. Any study of these Holocaust-era
practices has, first, to be situated in the longue durée of Jewish petitions.
Second, Jewish entreaties have to be related to mainstream petitioning
practices by non-Jewish populations since antiquity paying specific attention to dynamics in emerging autocratic and dictatorial regimes of the
modern period.
Practices of Judaism in Jewish religious Communities in the Diaspora
across Europe included forms of supplicatory prayers and petitions to God
that, by the High Middle Ages, had largely become universally normative
in the liturgy. The Amidah at the center of Jewish worship services, for
example, contained a series of petitions asking God to hear and respond
to the prayers of the congregation and individual Jewish worshippers.40
In more secular terms, petitions by Jewish Communities in the European Diaspora originated in antiquity in close interactions with the
non-Jewish world. Many Jewish Communities and most individual
Jewish cives Romani and peregrini petitioned provincial governors and
directed supplications (supplicatio) to the emperor in Rome to secure privileges, avoid expulsion, and gain freedom to practice their religion.41 In
medieval Christian Europe, Jewish Diaspora Communities increasingly
submi ed pleas to popes and emperors for protection, se lement, and
other rights. There was no legal framework, let alone a constitution, guaranteeing this practice. Still, a religious or secular ruler could not arbitrarily dismiss supplications.42
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Time and again, Jewish petitions in Christendom proved successful. In
1219, for example, the Jews residing in the Kingdom of Castile submi ed
a petition to the Archbishop of Toledo requesting permission not to wear
a distinguishing mark on their clothing decreed in the Fourth Lateran
Council of 1215. Supporting the petition, the archbishop approached Pope
Honorius III who granted an exemption. Jewish petitions of this period
were mainly collective in form, penned by the communal leadership, and
wri en in a highly formulized language that—like Christian entreaties—
was based on the petitioners’ humility and recipients’ graciousness.43 In so
doing, Jewish Communities, as Kenneth R. Stow has argued, o en became
“adept petitioners,” even finding ways to keep the Inquisition somewhat
in check.44
With the rise of territorial rulers and imperial cities, Jewish petitioners
adjusted their entreaties’ language and direction. In Central European territorial states prior to Emancipation, the rapid increase of bureaucracies
prompted the integration of petitioning in even the most mundane administrative procedures such as marriage licenses or local public positions.45
As a result, entreaties already had an astounding scope. A considerable
number still related to requests for residency and protection, which in the
Holy Roman Empire had assumed the form of protected Jew (Schutzjude)
status that o en necessitated initial formal petitions and included a tax
or other type of payment.46 At the same time, Jewish petitioning practices
also came to include a range of other objectives from trade and employment requests to complaints about slander and outright participation in
supra-local politics. In fact, petitioning constitutes a key practice in those
scholarly interpretations that construe the boundaries between Christian
and Jewish life and politics in parts of the Holy Roman Empire as far more
permeable and anything but isolated from one another.47
Throughout the early modern period, for example in Poland-Lithuania,
Jewish petitioners o en benefited from what historian Moshe Rosman has
characterized as an economically oriented “marriage of convenience” between Jewish businessmen and gentile nobles. As a result, the Jewish Community in Vilna received considerable support that also included gentile
petitions submi ed on its behalf.48 During the second half of the eighteenth
century, Jewish Community leaders, informed by Haskalah movements,
developed new forms of entreaties for legal emancipation and the end of
civic restrictions. Alongside Communities’ entreaties, more and more individual Jews cra ed and submi ed petitions. The early 1760s entreaties by a young Moses Mendelssohn to the Prussian King Frederick II to
be granted the status of a protected Jew are but one, albeit prominent,
example of petitioning practices that soon became more expansive in
their goals and scope.49 Regional studies, for example, of eighteenth-
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century Jewish petitions for the right to reside in the territory of the margravate of Baden-Durlach indicate considerable agency for members of
the o en-persecuted minority. Despite the rather androcentric leadership
of Jewish Communities, petitioning was also much more common for
Jewish women even in rural areas.50
When late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century liberal lawmakers gradually removed the vestiges of the early modern estates’ collective privilege
to state grievances and most European constitutions began to enshrine
petitioning to parliament and government agencies as an individual basic
right, more and more individual members of Jewish Communities joined
their representatives and the much larger and rapidly growing numbers
of gentile petitioners. The dra ing and submission of entreaties increasingly ceased to address single rulers, appeal to their mercy, and use religious verbiage. While petitioners had fewer and fewer reasons to fear
negative repercussions from their practices, the right to petition, however,
was still largely a “negative” right that did not dictate when and if the
petitioned bodies had to respond.
With increasing success, Jewish petitioners relied on entreaties to parliamentary bodies as a core vehicle to articulate their demands for legal equality and bring about change, most noticeable the late eighteenth-century
French National Assembly in Paris and the 1848–49 Parliament in Frankfurt that resulted from revolutionary upheaval. Petitions, o en supported
by the first elected Jewish parliamentarians, to the Frankfurt assembly, as
scholars such as Rüdiger Moldenhauer have shown, were debated and decided in commi ees following further reports. In addition to Jewish Community leaders, individual Jews, including a number of widowed Jewish
women who challenged a ban on remarrying or sought to secure access to
government bonds, came to play increasingly prominent roles.51
The long histories of Jewish petitioning practices were by no means
limited to Diaspora Communities on the European continent. The O oman Empire, which at its height reached far into Southwestern and Southeastern Europe, had rich cultures of petitioning directed at shari’a courts,
or regional and central authorities in the imperial capital of Istanbul. Jews
generally relied on professional Muslim petition writers (arzuhalsi), who
assumed the position of interlocutors between the aggrieved parties and
the petitioned institutions, and elaborate writer’s guides (münseat).52 Early
twentieth-century Sephardic Jewish immigrants to O oman Palestine,
aided by their supporters on the continent, even participated in the Ottoman system directly, composing and submi ing petitions to Istanbul.53
Many were still alive in the 1930s and able to share their experiences.
The extensive scholarship on O oman entreaties has started to inform
the study of Jewish petitioning in general. Suraiya Faroqhi has conceptual-
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ized every act of petitioning agencies of the authoritarian O oman system
as inherently political in nature, aﬀecting the very question of the Sultanic legitimation. Recent literature on female petitioners, whose numbers
grew in the waning days of the Empire, has shed light on their practices as
forms of “double-voiced” writings. They did not simply compose their entreaties as part of a male-dominated practice, but also developed a muted
discourse to articulate profound challenges without being dismissed.54
These practices extended far beyond the shi ing borders of the O oman Empire. In response to the ritual murder charges in Damascus in
1840, Jewish Communities under O oman rule resorted to petitioning
as did their counterparts and other Jewish organizations based in North
America and Europe, forming extensive transnational networks. An entreaty by the “Israelites of the City of New York” to US President Martin
Van Buren forcefully expressed support of the arrested Jewish Community leaders in Damascus and resulted, as Jonathan Frankel has argued, in
one of the first American diplomatic initiatives on behalf of Jewish Communities abroad.55
The tradition of petitioning practices had arrived in the Americas from
the United Kingdom. Indeed, one origin of modern petitioning practices,
as scholars of social and British history have demonstrated, can be traced
to English law, dating back to the Magna Carta of 1215. Petitioning constituted the right of the people to lay complaints “at the foot of the throne.”
More importantly, this also included the right to a formal response. In the
late thirteenth century, Jews were among the earliest petitioners.56 During
the following century, petitioning had become common in England. Nevertheless, petitioners could and routinely would be punished for their
petitions.57 As petitioning became more democratized and popular, the
British Parliament found it increasingly diﬃcult to ignore—let alone punish—petitioners. Scholars such as Ronald J. Krotoszynski have argued
that an increase in the volume of both petitions and petitioners reflected
political awareness and a new possibility of “parliamentary agitation.”
Essentially, petitioning secured a right of government access and served
as a means of political participation that was open to anyone, including
women and Jews, long before they were granted the right to vote.58
Even in autocratic Tsarist Russia, home to the largest Jewish populations
in Europe, Jewish petitioning practices became increasingly widespread,
bolstered by the reforms under Alexander II and the belated arrival of the
Haskalah movement. The Maskilim—supporters of the movement—focused not only on the removal of legal restrictions, but also the opening of
secular schools in the Pale of Se lement and Congress Poland. In the late
nineteenth century, thousands of Jewish graduates of secondary schools
petitioned the Russian Ministry of Enlightenment each year to circumvent
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the stifling quota system and be permi ed to university.59 In the Pale of
Se lement, entreaty compositions ranged from petitions to be granted the
freedom to reside anywhere in Tsarist Russia to pleas to Russian Orthodox
bishops, priests, and military oﬃcers to convert or stop the conversion of
Jewish children, serving for example, in the Russian army.60
Compared to nineteenth-century Jewish petitions in England or revolutionary France, many Russian Jews continued to pen entreaties in the form
of supplications, appealing to a benevolent authority figure and o en
without evoking the language of “rights.”61 In light of the pogroms of the
early 1880s, some Jewish Communities and organizations also resorted to
domestic petitioning to stop the mass violence; others sought to solicit entreaties and interventions with the Tsarist government by congregations
and governments abroad. In the case of forced conversions and secular education initiatives, even Judaeophobic Tsarist oﬃcials repeatedly granted
the petitioners’ requests.62
The 1917 revolutions radically changed Jewish life and petitioning
practices. The Provisional Government abolished the Pale of Se lement
and outlawed discrimination on ethnic or religious grounds, a policy that
the Council of People’s Commissars confirmed in its condemnation of antisemitism and pogroms the following year.63 Nonetheless, the new Bolshevik government also swi ly sha ered the very structural foundations
of Jewish existence by closing religious institutions and nationalizing the
property of Jewish Communities. All the while, Soviet authorities encouraged the writing of public le ers and petitions. These practices, as a number of scholars have shown, were quite widespread and constituted one of
the very few instruments for the population to address the authorities in
the Soviet dictatorship—and, subsequently, other communist regimes—in
cases of discrimination, deportation, and exile.64
While the pathbreaking studies of the 1990s paid scant a ention to Jewish petitioners, more recent work has revealed the significance of petitions
with its new languages and petita for Jews under the Soviet regime, who
also used these writings to practice and “becom[e] Soviet Jews.” Various
municipalities became sites of veritable “petitioning war[s]” involving
truncated Jewish Communities.65 While some members of the Jewish
Community in Minsk, for example, successfully petitioned local Soviet
authorities against the confiscation of a synagogue in the late 1920s, other
Jewish workers signed entreaties that prompted the conversion of Jewish
Community property into Yiddish reading rooms to support their political education.66
Elsewhere in post-World War I Europe, the number of authoritarian and
dictatorial regimes also proliferated. From Hungary and Poland to Spain
and Romania, the new ruling powers sought popular acclaim and legiti-
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macy. Petitions extolling and praising the new leaders’ virtues were one
means toward this end, which revived many of the older elements of supplications. At the same time, in some of the new democracies, especially in
Germany, new constitutions enshrined the explicit right to petition. Listed
in its basic rights section, Article 126 of the Weimar Constitution guaranteed every German citizen recourse to petition parliament or the responsible authority. This constitution required, as its commentators stressed, the
petitioned bodies to accept the entreaty and provide a decision.67
Facing new forms of antisemitism, German Jews and their organizations, most noticeably the Central Association of German Citizens of
Jewish Faith (Centralverein deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens,
CV) made use of these constitutional changes. Despite the CV’s founding generation’s dismissal of petitioning and “unobtrusive groveling” as
ineﬀective and its call for more robust and public acts, the largest Jewish
organization in Germany adjusted this tool of political involvement and
contestation in their local and national work in the 1920s and, as Wolf
Gruner’s chapter shows, even more eﬀectively in the 1930s.68
While the Weimar Constitution formally remained in eﬀect during the
Nazi dictatorship, few opted for a post-1933 petition to the Reichstag, the
German parliament.69 Like other dictatorial regimes in Europe, the emerging Nazi state, however, condoned and even encouraged petitioning. Formal early anti-Jewish legislation, including the April 1933 Reich Law for
the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, already alluded to avenues of petitioning, for example for a decision on descent by the Expert in
Racial Research at the Reich Minister of the Interior.70 In November 1934,
the newly established Chancellery of the Führer of the Nazi Party also
began to accept and process literally hundreds of thousands of petitions,
including by Germans of real or imagined Jewish descent, to the regime’s
leader, an influential component of the Führerkult.71
At the onset of the Holocaust, Jews across the continent had been engaging in a wide array of diﬀerent petitioning practices as one of their
key means of political and cultural participation and, increasingly, struggle. Jews used entreaties to navigate complex political landscapes, mobilize support, and pit gentile government agencies and political groups
against one another. While some knowledge of the centuries-long traditions of Jewish entreaties writing with all their intricacies had been lost
and other forms of supplication seemed antiquated, there were numerous forms, experiences and complex skills to draw from. In addition,
many acculturated Western and Central European Jews were exposed to
universal and petitioning le er-writing manuals that gained prominence
during the second half the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century.72
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Jews frequently used petitions for exemptions from anti-Jewish restrictions and to oppose racist policies of all authoritarian regimes in Europe,
including in Germany. Individual petitions could influence and even reshape authoritarian policies, as Tim Cole in his chapter proves for the
ghe oization in Budapest in 1944. Even when the Nazi regime started
the systematic deportation of Central European Jews to killing sites and
ghe os in the east in the fall of 1941 and Romanian army units and their
civilian collaborators engaged in mass killings of Jews in Bessarabia and
North Bukovina in the summer of that year, Jewish Communities across
the continent responded by drawing on the proven tool of entreaties. With
rapidly shrinking options, Jewish leaders and other Community members, however, were hardly naïve or easily duped, but used petitions as
one of the means to resist that was still available to them. As the chapters
in this volume reveal, quite a number of petitioners failed in their immediate request, but many achieved short-term and even long-term success.
Petitioning, it is important to note, did not end in 1945. Even a er the
Nazis and their allied regimes across the continent had systematically
murdered many authors of entreaties, Jewish survivors once more opted
for and o en were forced to rely on petitions to newly formed postwar
bodies such as the Victims of Fascism commi ees and international aid
organizations. Relatively few scholars have, as Maximilian Strnad does in
his chapter for this collection, systematically analyzed the struggles and
entreaty writing practices of German-Jewish survivors in occupied Germany, most of whom had survived due their marriage to a non-Jewish
German. These survivors’ petitions sought to secure food, other forms of
aid, and even their very recognition as victims. In East Germany and other
parts of Cold War Eastern Europe, petitioning, including complaints, remained key components of everyday life, revealed the social praxis of
authoritarian rule, and a plurality of voices initially drowned out in the
socialist regimes’ ritualized language. By the mid-1950s, fewer and fewer
entreaties in these countries came from the truncated Jewish Communities. Most that did were requests for emigration to Israel or the West.73

Battling the Diversity of Persecution:
Jewish Petitions of the 1930s and 1940s
This volume oﬀers the first extensive analysis of entreaties from persecuted
Jews in authoritarian circumstances in mid-twentieth century Europe.
While scholars have hitherto overlooked petitions as largely worthless,
this book demonstrates the opposite. Tens of thousands of entreaties sent
by the persecuted to authoritarian governments and party agencies have
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been crucial in the struggle of Jews for self-determination, self-preservation, and ultimately, survival.
Our collection provides a reassessment of petitions for two reasons.
First, entreaties demonstrate Jewish agency. Second, petitions represent a
political means by which Jews countered their racial discriminatory redefinition as groups and individuals as well as other discriminatory actions
by an authoritarian regime. This approach is the result of a discussion
between the co-editors who agreed on the common misperception of
entreaties and their overlooked importance as well as the need for a renewed methodological discussion of Jewish contestation and resistance,
which included a range of practices of petition writing. The co-editors
solicited chapters from specialists in Jewish and Holocaust history in different countries and diﬀerent regions. None of the other contributors had
worked specifically on petitions before, but all had used them in their research. They all responded positively to our call to revisit the importance
of these texts. Based on more in-depth studies employing nuanced methodological approaches, the contributions of this volume provide scholarly
reassessments that will change the previous underestimation and misperception of Jewish entreaties in Holocaust studies and contemporary European Jewish history.
The chapters oﬀer analyses of petitions and their historical context
authored by Jews in Germany, Austria, and annexed Bohemia-Moravia,
occupied France and Poland, as well as the independent Hungary and
Romania as distinct loci of contestation and victim-perpetrator interaction. The collection brings together original research from accomplished
senior and junior scholars, who collectively oﬀer a broad array of diﬀerent approaches, language skills, and insights from archives around the
world. While advancing far-reaching analyses of Jewish petitioning practices in Europe during the Holocaust, the volume also examines transnational networks on a global scale, reaching all the way to the Philippines.
Central European Jews used and reworked these networks and means of
communication in ways, as Thomas Pegelow Kaplan’s chapter argues,
that require a much-needed rethinking of the spatial terms of analysis of
Holocaust and European-Jewish histories.
To allow for a thorough analysis and as a basis for comparison, the
contributors to this volume address a series of key questions developed
by the co-editors. These questions included basic inquiries such as: Who
were the petitioners? Why did they resort to the instrument of entreaties
in their genocidal and/or authoritarian societies? Whom did the authors
of petitions approach and why? What were the aims of the analyzed petition? Did individual or collective entreaties revolve around a protest
against state discrimination or claims of property, requests for exemption
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from racial classification, a fight for specific rights, or the insistence of
self-determination?
Other, more complex questions asked authors to identify ways or patterns of self-determination in various petitions by members of a group.
What diﬀerence did gender dynamics and hierarchies make in the petitioning processes? Did these petitions result in discernible changes for the
authors or the communities? Did they have any direct positive outcomes
or negative consequences? To what extent did petitions in genocidal and/
or authoritarian societies serve to negotiate, protect or enhance the authors’ agency? How were these practices of cra ing entreaties embedded
in the o en-long histories of petitions? What impact, if any, did transnational networks and exchanges have on the composition of petitions? Finally, to what extent does the close examination of petitioning processes
demand a rethinking of practices of contestation or even (unarmed) individual and group resistance?
In sum, this volume examines the form and scope of a broad array of
Holocaust-era petitions, identifies their aims and merits, evaluates the
complex strategies of their authors and the broader political and cultural
contexts, emphasizes the agency of the persecuted, and probes into the
reactions of the addressed agencies to establish its merits as overlooked
tools of Jewish self-determination, contestation and, repeatedly, resistance.
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